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Close eyes. Feel 

the breath in your 

body: tip of the 

nostrils, into the 

chest and belly. 

Foot Rubz on each 

foot. 



Try picking the 

Foot Rubz up in 

your toes! 

Foot Rubz on 

your hands and 

arms. 

Tennis ball 

under ball of foot: 

step on it 



Tennis ball under 

heel: step on it 

Foot Rubz all over 

your chest & front 

shoulders... 

...and neck... 



...and back. 

Keep toes spread, 

take bent leg out 

& in 3x. 

Other leg. 



Side body long, 

chest lifted, belly 

firm. Take both 

legs out, then in 

(not pictured), 

onto inner edges, 

then outer edges. 

3x, build to 5. 

Keep spine tall! 



Side body long, 

chest lifted, belly 

firm. Right ankle 

to left knee.  

Gently invite 

right knee to 

move toward 

floor.  

Keep spine tall! 

Fingers to  

shoulders, elbows 

out, up & in. 5x. 

Reverse rotation. 

5x 



7 Shakes: using chair 

to stability, shake 

each arm & leg, one 

at a time, 7 times. 

Then 6, 5, and so on. 



L Pose: Holding 

onto back of 

chair, walk out 

until your body 

comes into an L. 

Feet parallel. 

Bend knees, stick 

your bottom out. 

Draw navel  

toward spine. Re-

lax the tops of 

your shoulders. 

Breathe for 5 

breaths. 



Sit sideways in chair, 

hold onto back of chair. 

Take the outer toes back 

until the knee comes un-

der the hip. Spine long, 

belly in, shoulder down. 

Take arms up to shoul-

der height if it feels ok. 

Breathe for 2-3 breaths. 

Other side. 

Face forward, forearms 

to elbows. Belly in to 

lengthen spine. Breathe 

for 5 breaths. 



Relaxation pose: lay on floor or bed, 

on back if possible, with pillow  

under head and back of thighs. 

Breathe, soften, and receive the  

support offered. Stay for as long as 

you like! 


